Front-End Developer
Joining our team, you will be the bridge between the UI/UX team and the development team, creating the
best possible experience for our users.
Do you identify as a simultaneously creative & analytical thinker who loves teamwork? We’re looking for
you!
You will love this job if you’re:
●
●
●

●

Creative, you will be encouraged to not only adopt designs provided to you but to actively bring in
your own ideas in the designing process. You know how to combine aesthetics with usability.
Analytical thinking, you have an eye for details and the steps necessary to build a fully performing
application. Even in complex applications, you don’t lose track of any aspect or function.
Communicative, you are a team workerand know how to collaborate with teams with different
concerns. Mediating between designers and developers, as well as reporting to the project
management should go without saying.
Empathic, you know ofthe problems the teams you are collaborating with have, but most
importantly, you can put yourself in the position of a non-professional user. Every part of the
application should work intuitively.

Your challenges:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Build, deploy and manage highly usable web applications
Architecting their design in close collaboration with our UX engineers
Creating them using TypeScript and Vue.JS
Ensuring maximum speed & scalability, as well as cross-browser compatibility & responsive design
Optimizing the usability of already existing frontends
Evaluating and introducing modern front-end technologies
Creating reusable code for future use

Your skillset:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Deep knowledge in TypeScript & Vue.JS
Good knowledge of HTML5 and CSS3
Experienced with SQL databases (PostgreSQL)
Working experience with automated CI/CD environments, such as GitLab
Excellent written and verbal communication competencies in English
Worked in agile teams using methodologies such as Scrum before
Plus: Working experience in developing and using GraphQL APIs
Plus: good knowledge of Node.JS

Our highlights:
●
●
●
●
●

Awesome team with flat hierarchies
Centrally located offices with good traffic connection
Employee benefits, e.g. discounts, fresh fruit, beverages, fitness & sporting activities
An open culture encouraging creativity for new ideas
Working directly with top individuals in the startup ecosystem

Interested? Go for it and send your CV to jobs@replex.io

